SPECIAL REPORT

Cannabis packaging—
a snapshot
Whether you see it as a return to the Wild West or the opportunity of a lifetime, the cannabis
industry has arrived. But be forewarned: its most distinguishing characteristic is rapid change.
JIM CHRZAN CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
PAT REYNOLDS VP EDITOR EMERITUS
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t’s a 21st century gold rush. People are leaving home, relocating, and changing careers.
A visit to the marijuana
They’re leaving jobs in finance, marketing,
dispensary Diego Pellicer in
farming, crop science, and a variety of other
Seattle, WA was part of the
perfectly respectable fields. You hear about
research behind this story,
them abandoning cushy paychecks at Google,
which was developed with a
Microsoft, Pepsi, and American Express. Some
good deal of help from Greg
even come from serving in the military.
James (below), President
They’ve all joined the throngs trying to make
and CEO of Marijuana
it big in a brand-new enterprise: growing, proVenture magazine.
cessing, packaging, and retailing recreational
marijuana. It’s a new industry emerging right
before our very eyes and, predictably enough,
it’s struggling to establish something resembling
equilibrium.
That struggle grew considerably more complicated with the January 5 decision by Attorney
General Jeff Sessions to lift an Obama-era policy
of leniency that kept federal authorities from
looking into marijuana sales in states where the
drug is legal. All stakeholders in the burgeoning
movement to legalize marijuana are watching closepart on labor-intensive manual and semi-automatic
ly to see what will happen now that Sessions has left
processes. Most see the need for expansion, autoit up to federal prosecutors to decide what to do in
mation, best practices, and standards.
cases where state rules contradict federal drug law.
And all agree the time is right now. There is an
Even before the Sessions announcement, the
unprecedented interest in machinery and what it
cannabis industry was fraught with risks and complimight be able to do. There’s no future in a dozen
cations. Ever-changing local and regional regulations
young workers sitting on the floor trimming, weighthreaten continued success, or at least place a lot of
ing, bagging, sealing, and labeling by hand. And
burdens on young companies. Testing each batch,
you are one of the lucky employers if, week to
placing individual barcodes on each sellable product to be scanned at
week, you have the same dozen workers. HR duties like interviewing,
point of sale for track and trace, and affixing child warning labels—
hiring, background checks, and training are a nightmare. Some operathese are just a few of the tasks on their to-do lists.
tions have a permanent “help wanted” sign up.
It’s an industry filled with contradictions. Package design, for
Most report it’s hard to keep up with product demand. Having
example, is sophisticated, rivaling anything at the CPG level, and retail
focused the first few years on growing a crop, the emphasis now is on
outlets resemble the lobby at the Bellagio in Vegas. But production, proharvesting, trimming, processing, and packaging. Operational efficiency
cessing, packaging, and labeling are not so flashy, relying for the most
and scalability are badly needed.
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Cannabis packaging
Bewildering variety
Rarely before has one product been identified to have so many uses
or come in so many packaging formats, including glass and plastic jars,
rigid tubes, decorative tins, cartons, flexible pouches, bottles, etc. And
look at the ways cannabis can be delivered: smokable flower, oils for
vape pens, infusion into foods like candy, chocolate, mints, cookies,
brownies, soda pop, teas, and sugars. There are fast-growing market segments like tinctures, shatter, and wax, not to mention talk of
cannabis-dissolving mouth strips and cannabis-infused wine. There’s
also CBD oil, applied topically for one’s skin and joints or taken orally
for help with seizures, PTSD, cancer, and other maladies.
States that have gone recreational are Alaska, California, Colorado,
Oregon, Nevada, Washington State, Maine, and Massachusetts. Early
reaction suggests that they’ll fight Attorney General Sessions tooth and
nail on the changes he seeks to implement. There’s plenty at stake when
you consider that some 30,000 jobs have been created in Washington
State alone. And then there’s all that cannabis-generated revenue now
streaming into state coffers.
Now that California has legalized recreational marijuana, there are
predictions of up to 10,000 retail establishments offering more than
500 SKUs. Many of the operators are trying to build a model they can
replicate and roll out as more states vote yes on legal recreational use.
Meanwhile, whispers about Big Tobacco, Big Pharma, and mainstream
Consumer Packaged goods companies getting involved are heard with
increasing frequency.
So where does packaging fit in? The short answer is everywhere.
Growers and marketers are showing an insatiable interest in automation,
though in most cases “semi-automation” would be more accurate at
this stage. Harvesting and trimming operations are automating as well.
Materials are being explored just as aggressively, as are packaging
formats. Material science will play an especially crucial role as new cannabis products just emerging from development call for complex structures capable of providing moisture and gas barrier. Strips for oral delivery is just one example of these new products now coming out of R&D.
Worth noting, too, is how the cannabis industry supports myriad
related businesses such as third-party logistics, security lighting, video
and alarms, indoor grow lighting, irrigation, extracting equipment,
chemicals, etc. The list goes on and on.

Worth watching
Two areas worth watching are contract packaging and equipment
leasing. While growers are raking in the cash, much is slipping through
their fingers. Ridiculously high taxes leave little behind, especially after
high labor cost. It might make sense for contract packagers to specialize here and remove capital equipment costs from the grower side.
We did not hear of any examples of cannabis contract packaging, but
that doesn’t mean it isn’t going on already. No one we talked to knew
of any contracts, however. Maybe it will be Contract Manufacturing
Operations (CMOs) already serving the pharma market who bring
contract packaging to the cannabis business.
Equipment leasing is another possibility. It would allow smaller and
medium-sized players to get automated. There are some OEMs, including PMMI companies, that have leasing arrangements in the cannabis
industry already, but the practice is not yet widespread.
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Legal Cannabis Market Growth
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Cannabis by the numbers

I

n the summer of 2017, PMMI Business Intelligence commissioned
a study on the cannabis market, the highlights of which are
presented here.
•C
 urrently, 65% of cannabis sales stem from medical marijuana.
•M
 edical marijuana is now legalized to varying degrees in 30 states
with legislation pending in 14 more.
•R
 ecreational use of cannabis, which is fast growing, usually
outpaces sales of medical marijuana by a ratio of 15:1 in the first
few years after legalization. Nevada, where tourism will boost sales
of recreational cannabis, expects that ratio to be more like 20:1.
• E xperts believe that by 2021 every state in the U.S. will have
legalized cannabis for medical use, and sales of medical marijuana
will top $15 billion.
•A
 n additional six states are expected to legalize recreational
cannabis sales in the next two years.
• With sales growing rapidly, the formats are shifting away from
cannabis as a flower or bud. Increasingly popular are more
processed formats, including oils, edibles, and topical products.
This should open up new opportunities for suppliers of packaging
machinery and materials.
The complete PMMI study begins on page 19 of this PDF. PW

Cannabis packaging
In this fragmented market, it’s quite possible that regional preferences may vary. Colorado, for instance, might go for contract packaging while Washington becomes an equipment leasing state. The point is
that retailers, growers, and processors now have options. Savvy material
and equipment suppliers see the growth and may ultimately design
machines to address cannabis-specific packaging challenges, according
to PMMI Business Intelligence (see sidebar on p. 3).
Rest assured that as this gold rush continues to pick up steam, as
volumes and numbers of SKUs and demographic constituents multiply,
smart business practices will bring order and profitability to what now
resembles the Wild West. In the meantime, we present here a slightly
fragmented and necessarily busy snapshot of the cannabis scene as it
exists today. Just remember our warning: By the time you finish reading
this, everything may have changed.

How to target the cannabis consumer
Located in a nondescript building in the heart of Seattle’s industrial
SODO district, in a facility that used to house a seafood processing
operation, Evergreen Herbal creates cannabis-infused consumer packaged goods for patients and recreational cannabis customers.
Established in 2012 as one of Washington State’s first manufacturers
and distributors of cannabis-infused products, Evergreen Herbal’s team
of chefs, herbalists, and technicians continues to develop new ways to
process and package cannabis. Products range from pre-rolled joints to
carbonated beverages, teas and tinctures, infused chocolates, mints,
sugar, and even hard candy.
Running a cannabis business is not easy, according to Andy
Brassington, Evergreen CFO. In addition to the same issues that stress
every other business, there are numerous additional issues that are difficult to manage. State cannabis packaging laws are “hit or miss” and
often quite inconsistent.
“When packaging laws change as frequently as they do, it’s difficult
to forecast and build momentum. We’re sticklers about the regulations,
and we do our best to be compliant,” says Brassington.
“From our pure, zero-additive vape oil to our decadent dark chocolate bars, we are all about delivering delicious cannabis products made
with local ingredients as well as natural colors and flavors whenever
possible,” says Marco Hoffman, Evergreen Herbal’s Founder and CEO.
From safety to potency to value, creating a world-class cannabis
brand is Evergreen Herbal’s brand strategy. “Cannabis processing is
a hands-on business,” says Hoffman, “with testing at multiple stages
across extraction, manufacturing, and packaging to ensure elimination
of residual solvents, pesticides, and microbials.”
Like other pioneering companies that want to see a fledgling industry grow to maturity, Evergreen Herbal is committed to collaborating
with fellow industry leaders, researchers, policy makers, and advocates
to build a thriving cannabis industry that benefits everyone.
As one of the first to introduce a cannabis-infused beverage in
Washington State, Evergreen Herbal experienced problems early on
with product consistency. “We’ve re-invested and re-configured our
bottling line to ensure the quality our customers have come to expect,”
says Jackie Brassington, Evergreen Herbal’s General Manager.
Another popular treat manufactured by Evergreen Herbal is the 4.20
candy bar, which also comes in a mini format. The cannabis-infused
minis come in a ten-count bag. Individual 10-mg minis are placed on a
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Seattle’s Evergreen Herbal was among the first to market a
cannabis-infused beverage. The firm also sells cannabis-infused
minis in a ten-count standup pouch.

conveyor and run through an Excel (www.excelpackagingsystems.net)
flow wrapper for individual wrapping before getting bagged.
Products are labeled by machine and by hand. Secondary labels are
mandated by law to include producer, processor, and retailer information as well as individual harvest batch data. Another required label,
recently introduced by the Washington State Liquor and Cannabis
Board (WALCB), clearly states “NOT FOR KIDS.” Different product
types (i.e. form factors) often have different packaging rules and regulations, which makes efficiency elusive.
As for the marketing genius behind Evergreen Herbal, meet David
Paleschuck, a veteran marketer and branding expert with more than
20 years of experience at world-class companies including American
Express, MasterCard, Pepsi, and Microsoft. “I saw the opportunity
materializing right in front of my eyes,” says Paleschuck. “My friends
and colleagues were leaving Starbucks, Amazon, and other world-class
companies to enter the segment. I knew it was time”.

Cannabis packaging
David Paleschuck, Vice
President of Marketing
at Evergreen Herbal,
has more than 20
years of experience
at companies such
as American Express,
Pepsi, and Microsoft.

Paleschuck realized he had a skillset that the industry required but
didn’t have the in-depth technical and cultural knowledge possessed
by industry insiders and lifetime veterans. So he set out to learn more.
In doing so, he’s interviewed more than 400 cannabis brand owners,
master growers, and industry influencers. He perhaps now knows
more about cannabis brands than any one individual, and the result
of his journey is a soon-to-be released book titled, Branding Bud: The
Commercialization of Cannabis, a critical review of legal cannabis
brands, their assets, and the strategies behind them.
“What it comes down to is there are discrete and non-discrete cannabis consumers,” says Paleschuck. “There are those who don’t want
to smell like cannabis and those who don’t mind. Additionally, there
are patients and recreational consumers. We separate our product lines
into these categories and build customer profiles around them. In many
ways, it’s about lifestyle and how cannabis consumption fits into it.”
Building brands and creating “consumer hooks” is what this veteran
marketer is all about. He creates brands from relevant topics and concepts that resonate with consumers. From Mountain Dew’s “Do The
Dew” to MasterCard’s “Priceless” campaigns, Paleschuck understands
what’s meaningful to consumers. “It’s all about ‘trust marketing,’” he
says. “We’ve come to expect consistent user experiences from the
brands we buy. Our credit cards, our favorite drink, and now our favorite cannabis-infused product. It’s all very much the same.”
So what’s different? “Everything’s different,” says Paleschuck.
“Cannabis cannot cross state lines. That means we think in terms of
local markets. While many of Evergreen’s brands are sold in different
states, they have slightly different packaging due to varying State rules
and regulations. That’s why we pay a lot of attention to packaging and
the ever-changing rules and regulations.”
Paleschuck and colleagues at Evergreen Herbal are expanding to
meet the demand of the growing legal cannabis market. Management
understands it will take time to create the efficiencies and standard
practices that exist in other industries. Until then they’ll run lean and
mean—and most important, compliant.
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Cannabis packaging from
the supplier’s perspective

W

hat does the nascent cannabis market look like from
those who supply packaging machines? We asked a few
to weigh in.
“There’s so much variety in product offerings and packaging
styles and formats,” says Scott Reed, VP of Sales, Marketing &
Customer Service for packaging machinery OEM ADCO (www.
adcomfg.com). “That’s what excites me as an OEM. The application
is not just a bakery item, not just a cookie. You’ll visit a site and
they may be filling carbonated soda in one room, baking edibles in
another, extracting oils across the aisle, and more.”
Leading the vanguard in cannabis machinery sales, ADCO is one
of the few OEMs that has appointed a cannabis industry specialist.
Her name is Ann Davern. “What’s so cool about this is you don’t have
to look far before you see another application,” says Davern.
While major CPG companies are not touching cannabis yet,
Reed and Davern say they can imagine a market with major
players and dedicated packaging lines. Davern is also seeing a time
when current producers will seek out larger facilities that are big
enough to house semi-automated and fully-automated packaging
equipment. The potential, she says, is impressive. “Not only are
we seeing interest in horizontal and vertical end-load cartoning,
but also in automated filling, leaflet feeding, coding and printing,
robotic product handling, case packing, and more. We’re seeing
companies that are just on the cusp, just getting there. You can see
their eyes go wide when they say ‘You mean we don’t have to do
this by hand?’”
To a certain extent, adds Reed, cannabis packagers are taking
cues from the pharma industry, looking at precision weighing
applications and child-resistant packaging.
Like Reed, packaging machinery distributor Richard Coates
sees the proliferation of products as a distinguishing mark of the
cannabis scene. “Flowers, oils, edibles—and hardly anyone has any
experience or background in how to package them,” says Coates,
who represents Plexpack (www.plexpack.com), a maker of bag
sealing and shrink-packaging equipment. “In an industry with few
standards or recognized best practices, it’s been a bit like the
Wild West.”
Having said that, Coates also observes that he is beginning to
see a shift to greater sophistication overall. Many in the cannabis
business, he notes, got their feet wet in the equipment space by
purchasing machines at auction. China, too, was a frequent source.
“Maybe there were deals where you buy so many bags and you get
a machine for free,” says Coates. “But those machines got torn up
pretty quickly. So now it doesn’t bother them to spend considerably
more for a robust machine. They’re looking for quality now. They’re
also looking for education.”
So is this a 21st century gold rush? “To tell you the truth,” says
Coates, “we’ve been selling into this market for years. But our
customers claimed to be packaging spices or tea.” PW

NEED COMPLIANT PACKAGING FOR CANNABIS ?

W E’ V E GOT IT

From tamper evident to child resistant, the requirements for Cannabis packaging vary greatly from state to
state and country to country. Count on the experts at Mold-Rite Plastics to keep your packaging compliant.
Made in the USA. High Density Polyethylene jars
combined with child-resistant polypropylene closures
provide an optimal cannabis storage environment
that is airthght, opaque, moisture resistant and odor
proof. Protocol tested to meet Consumer Products
Safety Commission (CPSC) standards.

Mold-Rite Plastics | info.mrpcap.com /cannabis-packaging

Cannabis packaging
Cannabis with a higher purpose
Housed in a former Boeing wing sub-assembly
warehouse in Renton, WA, Soulshine is an indoor
grower/processor concentrating on growing premium products. Co-founders Mike Mercer and Patrick
Wlaznak came out of the financial world, and they
spent a lot of time deciding what type of company
they wanted to start. High on the list was being
socially conscious.
“After figuring out our logo, our look, and what
the brand should mean to us, it was important to
focus on the packaging material,” says Wlaznak. It
needed to be compostable or recyclable and definitely non-wasteful. “Something we would be proud
to see in our retail partner stores,” says Wlaznak.
A typical packaging format at Soulshine is a bag
in a windowed folding carton. The clear low-density
polyethylene bag, supplied by ClearBags (www.
clearbags.com), is recyclable, as is the folding carton,
Soulshine’s folding carton and the bag inside are both recyclable, and the window in
supplied by Emerald City Graphics (www.emerald
the carton is a biodegradable cast cellulose film.
cg.com). Even the carton’s clear window scores
sustainability points. Made by Multi-Plastics, Inc.
come from Pure Labels, a division of Elevate Packaging (www.
(www.multi-plastics.com), the EnviroSafe® material is a biodegradable
cast cellulose film.
elevatepackaging.com). That firm’s Rich Cohen says there is a “secret
As for the label on the carton, that’s also compostable. The labels
sauce” element to precisely how the labels are made, but essentially his

CERTAIN
PURITY

Bag & Pouch Sealing Systems
• Continuous motion vacuum sealers
• Modular, plug and play
• Validatable options available
• Tested to ANSI/PMMI B155.1-2016
• CE approved
• All parts UL/CSA approved
• 5 minute or less changeover of seal bands.
• Numerous printer, conveyor, robotic add-ons

CONTINUOUS
Plexpack’s Emplex and VacPack vacuum and gas flush bag sealing
systems deliver high quality, hermetic seals on all moisture-barrier
bag materials. Both systems remove up to 99% of oxygen and are
ideal solutions for cannabis and other products that need added
protection against decomposition. All vacuum and gas flush
solutions come standard with a touchscreen HMI to easily verify
seal integrity and precisely control air removal, temperature, and
cycle time.

IMPULSE
Vacuum & Gas Sealing Systems

• Impulse vacuum sealers
• Modular, plug and play
• Validatable options available
• Vertical and horizontal configurations
• Extra wide sealing widths
• Tested to ANSI/PMMI B155.1-2016
• All parts UL/CSA approved
• Industry leading standard features
• Heavy duty, washdown stainless steel

plexpack.com 800.265.1775 info@plexpack.com

Cannabis packaging
firm is more of a “value-added broker” than a press-owning converter.
An unnamed supplier sends Elevate Packaging a paper face stock that is
made from sugar cane by-products and is certified compostable. Elevate
sends the material to another unnamed partner who applies a release
liner by way of an adhesive that is also certified compostable. Then
the material is returned to Elevate’s Chicago facility. When a customer
requires labels, Elevate outsources the printing to one of three converters and arranges to have the finished rolls of labels sent to the customer.
Soulshine’s Wlaznak continues to look for ways to optimize sustainability in his approach to packaging. The bag that holds cannabis flower
inside the carton is a good example. Though currently made of a material that can be recycled, Wlaznak is working with a company in Israel
that may be able to deliver clear compostable/barrier food grade bags.
To go a step further, Soulshine also supports Emerald City Pet
Rescue, contributing a portion of each sale to that organization. Soulshine customers appreciate this commitment to social consciousness, and they are not
shy about singing the company’s praises on
social media, both for sustainable packaging
and commitment to animals.
Soulshine employs individual grow
rooms for maximum control of plants
and any pests that might appear. And
while grow lights do use a lot of electricity, many farms are located hundreds of miles away from Seattle and
use a lot of fuel shipping product to the
city. Soulshine, by contrast, is only blocks
from many of their retail partners. They
also recycle 60 percent of their grow water.
The grow rooms occupy about 20% of
the available space in the warehouse, and in
order to expand Wlaznak knows what has to happen next. “The single biggest limit to our growth right
now is the need to automate our packaging,” he says. Currently, all
packaging is done by hand, but Wlaznak and a team recently traveled
to PACK EXPO Las Vegas where they purchased a Paxiom (www.
paxiom.com) machine for weighing, filling, and sealing.

Celebrity branding
Athletes For CARE (A4C) is a 501 (c) 3 not-for-profit organization
that was founded by a group of professional athletes who have united
together to raise awareness on issues such as addiction, chronic pain,
access to alternative medicines, mental health, CTE, and traumatic brain
injury.
These athletes have rejected opioids to treat their pain and depression and are exploring alternatives like CBD oils and other cannabis
treatments utilizing hemp. Now, some of these retired athletes are
launching their own brands.
Marvin Washington, for example, retired after 11 seasons in the
NFL and launched ISOSport™, a hemp-based line of high-performance
products—hemp water, protein powder, and cooling cream—designed
to support the unique needs of professional and “prosumer” athletes.
Greta Gaines, an internationally recognized pro-snowboarder and fly-fishing devotee, has launched The
Hempery. It sells hemp-based cosmeceuticals
for skin care, offering benefits that include
moisturizing without clogging of skin pores.
Anti-aging and anti-inflammatory benefits
are also touted.
Selected 39th overall in the 2009
NFL draft, Eben Britton spent four years
with the Jacksonville Jaguars followed
by two with the Chicago Bears. He
retired from the NFL with a laundry list
of injuries including a dislocated shoulder (torn labrum), herniated discs, and
sciatica, as well as a handful of concussions. Eben suffered unimaginable muscle,
joint, and body pain as a result of enduring
years of abusive injuries and then continuing to
play with those injuries. Britton used cannabis as a
preferred method of pain management during his football career and is now employing non-narcotic hemp extracts with his
line, Be Truˉ Organics™. Started by Britton, along with Sean Entin and
Julie Wilson, Be Truˉ Organics™ nourishes mind, body, and soul with
Gummy Chews, Oral Spray, and Pain Relief Cream.

ISOSport, Be Tru Organics, and a line of cosmeceuticals called The Hempery are all part of Athletes For CARE, a not-for-profit founded by a
group of professional athletes, some active and some retired.
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The Flexible Solution
for child-resistant
cannabis packaging

Adding Child-Guard® from Fresh-Lock®
to your flexible packaging helps you meet
Poison Prevention Packaging Act standards
while keeping kids out.
Child-Guard® is the only closure that allows cannabis producers
to realize the benefits of flexible packaging today while preparing
for the safety regulations of tomorrow.

www.fresh-lock.com/cannabis

Presto Products Company
A Business of Reynolds Consumer Products
(800) 265-0750

BENEFITS OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
• Cost savings through source reduction
• Enhanced billboarding opportunities
• Superior product freshness & shelf life
• Reclosable features consumers love & want

Cannabis packaging
This is hard work
Roy Arms is a hard-working entrepreneur. He
first applied for a retail license to sell cannabis in
Washington State, but he lost a randomized lottery and so pivoted his focus to production and
processing instead.
He and his brother built Boggy Boon, with
its seven greenhouses for growing cannabis,
all by hand. There are indoor growers and outdoor farms, but Boggy Boon is a “hybrid” grow
operation. They use natural sunlight as much
as possible but are able to completely control the environment with
supplemental lighting, heating, evaporative cooling, etc.
A family-owned and operated Tier 3 producer/processor in central
Washington, Boggy Boon is a good three hours from Seattle. Arms uses
a third-party delivery service (another ancillary business supported by
recreational marijuana) that comes two to three times each week to pick
up his finished, packaged product for delivery to retailers all over the
state, hundreds of miles away.
Chelan County has more than 40 growers, and many are fighting for
the right to stay in production. Boggy Boon, located in a fairly remote
place, is working with the county on its recent ordinance that requires
the greenhouses to convert their facility to meet “indoor” building cri-

Employees at Boggy Boon
trim, weigh, package, seal,
and label by hand (below).
The “sasquatch” window (left)
on the package shows off the
product inside.

through Sasquatch window so that consumers can
view the product prior to purchase.
Showing off his product is essential to capturing
consumers, but pre-rolled joints are still packaged
in opaque plastic tubes. “I’d really like to find good,
affordable transparent tubes for these,” he says.
Most of Boggy Boon production is by hand—
trimming, weighing, bagging, sealing, and labeling.
Arms did purchase a joint filling machine, which
resembles a candle mold but with smaller chambers.
Roy Arms and his brother built
He also offers infused joints, where machine-filled
by hand Boggy Boon’s seven
joints are manually coated with CO2 oil and then
greenhouses for growing cannabis.
coated with keef (a fine THC-laced powder). The
infused joints are then loaded into plastic tubes by
hand. The work is labor intensive, and there is always a help wanted sign
teria. Members of the community are protesting about the strong smell
outside Boggy Boon’s door.
of cannabis from farms closer to their own properties, and the county
Arms is still trying to figure out the best way to expand. He tried oil
has taken action that will force many of them to either move or shut
cartridges for vape pens, but found many leaked. An alternative cardown. This is just another illustration of the changing regulatory landtridge did not leak as much, but failed after minimal use leaving unused
scape that comes with growing cannabis for recreational use.
oil for the consumer. Arms estimates about 10% of all cartridges fail.
Arms currently is growing high-end strains with solid margins, but
Imagine buying a vape pen for a destination bachelor party and discovhe’d love to start two or three outdoor farms so he could serve the
ering your product failed to work. He did not want to risk his reputation
low end of the market as well. Genetic selection is critical to success.
with retailers, so he backed off.
Each strain started out with one full row in each greenhouse (approxiA businessman, Arms knows his crop yields, prices, and expenses.
mately 280 plants), but keying in on retailer feedback, Boggy Boon now
He even tracks each employee for number of plants harvested, buds
devotes three rows per harvest to their most popular strain, Death Star.
trimmed, or number of completed packages per hour. He knows he has
Rather than describing the product in any technical terms on the
to start exploring some packaging automation options to control his labor
packaging, Arms focuses on the user experience that he feels the concosts. He is currently investigating labeling machinery, and seeing his
sumer cares about. Each strain lists its specific effects such as “Relaxed,
determination, it’s a good bet he’ll figure it out.
euphoric, happy,” on the flexible packages. Each package has a see-
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Your Product.

Your Container.

Packaging automation made easy for you.
The Ohlson Packaging family has provided highly engineered, custom packaging solutions to
its customers for over 50 years. Now backed by the global resources and expertise of Duravant,
we want to build a long-term relationship with you and your unique portfolio of products.

Ohlson Rotary Bagger
for pre-made pouches

Learn more about Ohlson’s extensive line of turnkey packaging
solutions for dry, frozen and fresh foods and non-food items by
contacting us at 508.977.0004 or sales@ohlsonpack.com.
Visit our website at www.ohlsonpack.com.
WEIGHERS

BAGGERS

COUNTERS

FILLERS

POUCH MACHINES

TRAY PACKAGING MACHINES

Cannabis packaging
The science of freshness
“You wouldn’t leave a glass of wine out
all night and expect it to be fresh or taste
the same the next day,” says Serge Chistov
from Honest Marijuana Company in Colorado.
Chistov sounds like a scientist as he discusses
perishability and the chemical changes over time
that degrade cannabis.
“Marijuana, like most plant and animal matter, is perishable,” says the company’s website.
“That means that it is likely to decay, go bad
quickly, or lose inherent properties that are
important to the product. To put that in perspective, think about a 2-liter bottle of soda. When
you first open the bottle, if the product is good,
the carbonation is still a big part of the experience. The soda is fizzy, and that’s fun.
“But now think about that soda two days
later. No matter how tightly you turned the cap,
the carbonation has escaped and the drink is no
longer fizzy. The soda has gone flat. Though it’s
still safe to drink, an inherent property that is important to the product—and the experience—has disappeared. That’s perishability.”
Light, oxygen, humidity, and temperature all combine to degrade a
flower, joint, or concentrate after repeated openings. Why is this degradation bad? Because it minimizes “the entourage effect,” says Honest

At Honest Marijuana Co., before ringpull steel ends are seamed on, a small
amount of liquid nitrogen is dosed into
steel cans to displace residual oxygen
and prolong product freshness.
Marijuana’s Web site. That is, it’s a combination of THC, CBD, terpines,
etc., that contribute to the effect marijuana has, and if one component
of that entourage is degraded, the overall effect is negatively affected.
To preserve this “entourage effect,” Honest Marijuana comes
packaged in an easy-open steel can with a ring-pull end and a snap-

Digital print beckons

O

ur snapshot of cannabis packaging would not
be complete without a look at digital printing,
which, as it turns out, may be especially well suited to
the cannabis sector. Just think about how frequently
some new regulatory curve ball requires a change to
a cannabis package or label, which in turn requires a
costly plate change at the converter who supplies that
package or label if the converter is using traditional
methods of printing—flexo, offset, or gravure. Also
consider the minimum-order challenge faced by marketers of cannabis. Such minimums are often set at
25,000 bags or higher, which is hardly conducive to a
business that can’t sell its product across state
lines. Not to mention the
fact that a lot of the packaging comes from China
or elsewhere in Asia, which
brings in long turnaround
times and, often, problems
with quality.
Enter Carl Joachim and ePac
Flexible Packaging (www.epacllc.com), the company he co-founded
in 2016. With operations in Boulder, CO, and Madison, WI, ePac is built
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around the latest in commercial digital
printing technology. It has found the cannabis packaging landscape fertile ground
indeed precisely because digital, an inherently plate-free technology, is good for short
to medium run lengths. Text and images can
vary from one bag to the next, and with 2200
dpi photo quality, there is no drop off in graphic quality or shelf impact.
“The big growth right now
is in edibles,” says Joachim. He
adds that he doesn’t see medical marijuana being as strong a
market for ePac. “Those products
are stronger, less expensive, and
appeal to a different group of consumers,” he points out. But as far as
recreational cannabis products are
concerned, he likes what he sees.
Especially when his firm is so well
positioned to provide high-quality
packaging with a low minimum order that ships in three weeks or less
and can be changed quickly without plate change costs. PW

Ready to reduce time
required for packaging?

Manual packaging of products can be a time-consuming task. If you are looking for solutions to save time,
there are various options available to get you started with automation.
Horizontal flow wraps offer low costs per pack and have been a popular pack style in many
industries for decades, such as in bakery and chocolate. Horizontal flow wrapping machines
typically package the product in a single-use bag, ensuring a consistent package appearance.
There are options available to add cards under the product which can improve the stability of the
package. Various films with different barrier properties can be used, for example for enhanced
aroma protection. A flow wrapper unwinds the packaging film from a roll and wraps it automatically
around the product. One key component of a horizontal flow wrapper are the sealing jaws to
produce a hermetically-sealed package to extend shelf life. Watch the video (QRcode) of Bosch’s entry-level and economical horizontal flow wrapper, the Pack 101 –
an ideal machine for small- to mid-sized businesses.
Learn more at www.boschpackaging.com/en/prd/cf/pack101.htm.
Stand-up bags offer a large area for graphics and product information. For companies producing
smaller batches, so-called pre-made stand-up bags are a good option. They come with seals on
three of the four sides and are available with reclosability features, such as a zipper, to enable
resealing by the consumer. Band sealing machines close the top seal (fourth side) of the bag once
the product is placed into it. Bags can accommodate single or multiple products. Bosch band
sealers produce strong, consistent, clean and professional looking seals. Many different film types
and bag styles can be used, including bags with a hole punch to hang it on the display
for products such as gummies. They are also rated for clean-room operation and are
validatable. Watch the video (QR-code) of Bosch’s economical, entry-level B-550M
band-sealer.
Learn more at www.boschpackaging.com/en/prd/cf/B550M.htm.

Your benefits of working with Bosch:
X Made in the USA, serviced in the USA
X Test lab service to create and test packages
X Integration of printing equipment for batch coding
and expiration date printing
X Machines are UL rated and meet PMMI safety
regulations
X ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified

Bosch Packaging Technology, Inc.
869 S Knowles Ave
New Richmond, WI 54017, USA
Phone: +1 (715) 246-6511
Email: sales.packaging-nrd@bosch.com
www.boschpackaging.com
www.youtube.com/c/BoschPackagingUSA
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Unusual C-R can end

N

ew from n2 Packaging, the can supplier described
in the Honest Marijuana section of this coverage,
is an intriguing child-resistant can component sourced
out of China. It’s a two-piece approach consisting of a
clear plastic ring injection molded of polypropylene
and an opaque overcap that is injection molded of PET.
The cannabis producer applies a seamed-on ring-pull
metal end as usual. Then the PP ring is snapped on
by hand or by a machine recently developed by n2
Packaging. Then the PET overcap is applied, typically
by hand. The consumer who wishes to open the
container must first line up two arrows on the PET
overcap with matching arrows on the PP ring so that
the overcap can be removed. Then the ring-pull end can be removed
and discarded. After the desired amount of cannabis is removed from
the can, the consumer snaps the PET overcap back onto the PP ring,
which remains on the can. The package retains its C-R status thanks
to the arrows that must be lined up before the PET overcap can be
removed again.
Among the early adopters of this C-R can end from n2 Packaging is
14er Boulder in Boulder, CO. The C-R end is used on 0.5-g net weight
cans of smokable marijuana flower. “We really like the idea of people

on plastic lid for reclosure purposes. After the cans are filled they are
placed beneath a liquid nitrogen dosing unit from Vaccum Barrier
Corp. (www.vacuumbarrier.com) that adds a small amount of nitrogen
(see video at pwgo.to/3352). Then the ring-pull end is placed on the
can and the can goes through a conventional seaming unit. The liquid
nitrogen gases off and displaces residual oxygen content, reducing it
from somewhere in the range of 25% to less than 4%. This greatly
extends the amount of time the product stays fresh. The can supplier is
n2 Packaging (www.n2pack.com), and that firm’s partner GreenTek
Innovation provided the machinery that’s involved (see sidebar above
on n2 and 14er Boulder).
Honest Marijuana has also just launched two- and six-count blunts
in a packaging format very different than the round cans from n2
Packaging, though once again nitrogen is involved for shelf life extension. The primary package is a tin container from Keenpack Ind’l
Ltd. (www.keenpack.fr) that holds either two or six blunts. The tin
is placed into a thermoformed blister produced one-up on a Nano 60
thermoform/seal machine from Mactec (www.mactecpackaging.com).
The 12-mil-thick forming web used is a PVDC-coated PVC material
from Tekni-Plex (www.tekni-plex.com). After an operator places a
can in the formed cavity, it’s taken through an evacuation and nitrogen backflush chamber before lidding material is heat-sealed in place.
Supplied by Glenroy (www.glenroy.com), the lidstock is a seven-layer
construction that includes a layer of foil for barrier purposes as well as
an easy-peel component that is compatible with heat sealing to the tray.
According to Mactec’s Mike Castaldo, the finished package qualifies
as child-resistant because the only way to get through the materials
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being able to walk out of a store without having to buy an exit bag
for an added dollar or more,” says founder and CEO Evan Anderson.
Cans filled by 14er Boulder also go through the liquid nitrogen
dosing system used by Honest Marijuana. Anderson readily
acknowledges that the C-R closure component is not cheap, costing
about 18 cents per container. That’s about 4 times the cost of a
conventional non C-R snap on reclosure. But he sees it as easily
justified and predicts it will become increasingly commonplace as the
cannabis industry continues to grow and mature. PW

is by way of a scissors. Also integrated into the Mactec machine is a
Markem-Imaje (www.markem-imaje.us) X60 thermal-transfer printing system for imprint of lot and date code on the lidding material.
Clearly, Honest Marijuana appeals to a very specific breed of cannabis connoisseur. Great branding is all about telling a story, and Serge
Chistov tells a very compelling one. Each strain is unique, and packaging ensures you get the strain that delivers the results and user experience the consumer pays for.
Honest Marijuana, by the way, features one of the best Web sites in
the industry. Consumers are curious, wanting to experiment with different delivery methods, in the hopes of connecting with a brand. Found
on the Web site are sections like “Organic Marijuana: The Definitive
Guide.” Another section is on growing, including a list of necessary
supplies. Yet another section, “Preservation and Perishability,” is a deep
dive on the science of freshness. This company tells an engaging story
of thought leadership.

Design takes flight
Harmony Extracts was launched in 2016 with one goal: to create
cannabis concentrates of the highest quality. The Denver-based team
of roughly 36 employees has quickly risen as a leader in Colorado cannabis concentrates, and package design has played an important role.
Austin, TX-based Pentagram (www.pentagram.com) was enlisted
to develop Harmony’s brand identity. Providing a useful design framework was Harmony’s deep respect for the natural world, specifically
the hummingbird. Why the hummingbird? Because it’s nature’s most
efficient extractor, and Harmony Extracts aims to mimic the bird’s pow-

Cannabis packaging
ers of extraction by efficiently refining only the best of what nature
has to offer. It was this background that led Pentagram to design the
Harmony hummingbird. Replete with cannabis-leaf-shaped tail feathers, the design nicely echoes the brand’s roots in nature.
The same care and attention to detail was brought to bear as
Harmony Extracts worked on the packaging for The Pure™, a new line
of THC vape pens that deliver 100% pure, natural terpenes derived
from the cannabis plant. Like any package design project in the newly emerging and constantly changing
recreational cannabis market, arriving at a successful
package for The Pure was challenging. Shelf appeal,
of course, was crucial in a Colorado market already
crowded with competitors. But regulatory constraints
also had to be factored in. On top of certain warning
messages that must be clearly visible, the package
must also be child-resistant.

remain with the consumer long after the cartridge was removed. In
addition, Harmony wanted primary packaging for The Pure to have a
soft touch with matte finish and spot varnish. Secondary packaging for
The Pure also had to be designed around a child-resistant vial to contain
the profiled vape cartridge.
Answering Harmony’s “cannabis call” was a first for Sonic. Having
maintained a flawless track record for 25-plus years creating packaging

At Harmony Extracts, packaging for
The Pure is iconic, artful, and reusable.

ADCO Model Compact 4
Vertical Rotary Cartoner with UR5 Universal Robotic Load Assist

Since 1958, ADCO Manufacturing has helped many of the world’s leading companies solve
their most complex end-of-line packaging automation challenges. Whether you need a single
cartoner, case packer, wrap around sleever or a complete integrated end-of-line packaging
system, the experts at ADCO are ready to help. Call today to speak with one of our dedicated
professionals or visit us on the web at www.adcomfg.com
Upon referral from a mutual contact in August
2016, Harmony enlisted New Jersey-based Sonic
Packaging Industries (www.sonicpackaging.com)
to come up with a secondary packaging solution to
house the new line of vape pens. The majority of packaging providers Harmony spoke with prior to Sonic
could provide part of the solution but not all. Some
did not fully grasp Harmony’s brand vision, while others did not have the range of converting competencies
required. Sonic’s experience in child-resistant package
design coupled with an ability to create a “turnkey”
solution for componentry procurement and customization that could carry the brand message made Sonic
an easy choice for The Pure.
Harmony came to Sonic seeking creative design
coupled with intuitive, functional parts that could
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JET-BC-100
Horizontal End Load Cartoner
WACP
Wrap Around Case Packer

EnCompass® RCP
Robotic Top Load Case Packer

ADCO Product Lines
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal End Load Cartoners
Vertical End Load Cartoners
Top Load Cartoning Systems
Paperboard Wrap Around Sleevers
Corrugated Tray Formers
2170 Academy Ave
Sanger, CA 93657 USA

•
•
•
•
•

Case Packers
Robotic Packaging Systems
Product Handling & Indexing
Custom Packaging Machinery
Integrated End-of-Line Systems

Phone: 559.875.5563
Toll Free: 888.608.5946

Fax: 559.875.7665
info@adcomfg.com
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The importance
of child resistance
hild-resistant packaging is front and center when it comes to
cannabis, as well it should be.
“There is no such thing as a ‘child-proof reclosable’ package,” says
Todd Meussling, Senior Regional Sales Manager at Presto Products
(www.prestoproducts.com). “Such a claim should never be made.
There’s always a way inside given enough time and skill, as kids can be
very creative.” Meussling is not Presto’s packaging cannabis specialist,
but rather he explores markets where packagers can add safety to flex-

worked. Also, 90% of adults between the ages of 50 and 70 must be
able to successfully open the package.
Flexible pouch bags, often with multiple layers in a laminated structure to offer non-tear, moisture-resistant, and smell-proof features,
are already being used for cannabis packaging, and sometimes these
pouches include child-resistant “squeeze-and-slide” features as well.
Plastic “exit pouches” are required at point of purchase in some
states’ cannabis dispensaries, and these must include a certified, childresistant feature. But not all suppliers offer pouches that can pass the
compliance test. Not only do zippers fail, even the structures on some
bags may be easily torn open. It pays to spend a little more for a robust
structure and a zipper that can be opened and closed multiple times.

ible pouches using Presto’s Child-Guard™ child resistant slider zipper.
In the U.S and many other countries, to make the claim that a
package is child-resistant, it must meet the proper testing criteria of
“special packaging,” as indicated in the U.S. code of federal regulations. To pass the test, 85% of children under 51 months old had to
be unable to open the package before seeing a demonstration, and
80% had to be unable to open it after an adult showed them how it

“Unfortunately we are seeing a number of import pouches being
offered with child-resistant claims,” Meussling says. “Cannabis packagers need to look beyond what may be a low price and challenge these
claims. Review of certification documentation according to the U.S.
code should be available from any credible supplier. Growers, dispensaries, and processors should always require and authenticate the CR
test document before taking the product risk.”

C

Grow your business with the
packaging knowledge you need.
Join the 55,000 packaging professionals who
subscribe to Packaging World to stay current on:
• Trending package designs
• Advances in digital printing for packagers
• Regulatory updates and managing risk
• New robotic solutions for automating your line
Keep Packaging World coming, subscribe for FREE.
Visit PackWorld.com/Free to get started!
Act soon, as complimentary subscriptions are limited.
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Presto and Zip-Pak (www.zippak.com) are two closure providers who work with converters
of plastic bags to include the popular zipper closures, and both are now offering tested childresistant options to the cannabis market. Bags can be filled and sealed from the bottom, leaving
the locking feature intact.
“This is a clear case of cannabis packaging taking a cue from the dish detergent sector,” says
Bob Hogan of Zip-Pak. “When detergent pods became popular, their colors appealed to children
and quite a few poisoning reports followed. CPGs jumped into action, and called on Zip-Pak to
create a child-resistant zipper closure. Now the cannabis people are interested.”
Interestingly enough, to complicate the picture, Hogan refers to a recent Consumer Reports
Magazine article rating detergents, including pods, that featured a safety alert. Of the eight
deaths since 2012 (when Tide introduced Tide Pods) directly attributed to ingesting detergent
pods, two were children and six were adults with dementia! So here we are testing for children
while 75% of deaths were not part of this group. “Certainly we can see adults with dementia
ingesting cannabis accidentally as well,” says Hogan.
There are other packaging types like press-and-squeeze pharma-type cartons that open to
reveal a blister pack. And peel-and-push blisters can come from pharma suppliers with structures
that have already been tested and approved for child-resistant and senior-friendly packaging. But
these options can be more expensive and require more automation. The push-down-and-twist
amber pill bottle is being used in many medical dispensaries.
Many packages come initially child-resistant, but edibles containing multiple servings do not
necessarily offer child resistance once the bottle, pouch, or carton has been opened. Cannabis
flower can come shrink-wrapped in a can, but once the wrap is off and the can open, children can
get in. “To place this can in a flexible pouch with a child-resistant feature just makes sense,” says
Hogan. And instructions saying “take one” or “includes three servings” may not be understandable by the very young or old. PW

Our thanks to Kelley Detweiler, Founder of tech-marketing
firm Kolibry, LLC, for authoring this section on Harmony
Extracts. She can be reached at kelley@kolibryllc.com
solutions for Fortune 500 companies in pharmaceuticals, medical,
diagnostics, and cosmetics, taking on The Pure was a risk. Not only
would it mean working in a developing industry without clearly
defined requirements, working in the cannabis space also meant
possible conflict with other vertical markets in the Sonic portfolio.
It was a hard call, but Sonic decided to greenlight the project.
After conducting a thorough discovery and evaluation process,
Sonic proposed the idea of creating a customizable holder for The
Pure glass ampoule (container) with a sleeve that, once removed,
would expose an internal, printed tray. The trays and cartons would
be semi-automatically assembled on an as-needed basis.
Roll out of The Pure took place over the course of 12 months. During that time, Sonic worked
with Harmony Extracts to iron out kinks and ensure that throughout the process, quality and
adherence to regulatory standards were never compromised. Housed in packaging that reinforces
the brand without cutting corners on compliance or child-resistant standards, packaging for
Harmony’s The Pure is an iconic artful memento that is also reusable and will remain with consumers for long-term brand loyalty.
With many of the competing brands in the concentrate market merely placing cartridges into
a blister, pill bottle, or pop-top container to meet regulatory requirements, Harmony’s commitment to creating a superior user experience for The Pure is generating long-term customer loyalty
while maintaining “The Harmony Standard” of excellence. The result is a top-notch addition to an
already booming brand. The Pure successfully combines safety, compliance, usability, and marketability into one package that, like the hummingbird, is small but mighty. PW
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Here to Stay or Up in Smoke?
A Look at the U.S. Cannabis Market

Despite being controversial, the U.S.
cannabis industry is growing rapidly.
With a product that is quasi-legal, the industry faces
many uncertainties regarding its future direction. At the
same time, the speed at which the industry is growing
leaves companies struggling to keep up with demand as
well as the frequent changes common to any nascent

BALANCING STRINGENT
REGULATIONS

industry.
The complexities can seem daunting.
Yet the upsides are often worth the risk, and many
cannabis producers are rising to the task of balancing
stringent regulations, rising consumer demand, and
shifting market landscapes.

RISING CONSUMER
DEMAND

SHIFTING MARKET
LANDSCAPE
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Here to Stay or Up in Smoke?
A Look at the U.S. Cannabis Market

The cannabis industry shares many similarities to the
pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food & beverage
industries but must also address unique needs and
challenges.
Cannabis companies and their ancillary partners have
to be innovative and flexible to keep up with the fast
pace of change.
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Market Growth – Booming

The U.S. cannabis industry is booming despite its inconsistent legal status.
In the past five years, the industry has grown over 200% as more states
began legalizing some marijuana use for medical purposes. This has
prompted an influx of business startups and has helped legitimize marijuana use in the eyes of many. Last year, the industry topped $7.3 billion
– a 35% growth over 2015 – which is higher than the dot com and broadband booms and which many believe is conservative. Indeed, industry
experts see this pace of growth continuing over the next five years.

Legal Cannabis Market Growth
$Billion

24.5

Recreational

7.3
Medical

2016

3

2020
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Market Growth – Breaking it Down

Currently, 65% of cannabis sales stem from medical marijuana, which is
legalized to various degrees in 29 states with legislation pending in 15
more. However, recreational or adult use of cannabis (legal in nine states
but only in effect in five currently) is fast growing. It usually outpaces
medical sales by a 15:1 margin the first few years it becomes available.
Nevada, the latest state to legalize recreational use, expects to see 20:1
or higher sales of recreational cannabis due to the state’s high tourism
volume. Experts believe that by 2021 every state in the U.S. will have
legalized cannabis for medical use and that sales of medical marijuana
will top $15 billion at that point. An additional six states are expected to
permit recreational cannabis sales in the next two years.
As sales are growing rapidly, the formats are shifting away from cannabis as a flower/bud into more processed formats of oils, edibles, and
topical products. This provides an opportunity for ancillary businesses
(e.g., packaging) to grow and expand within the industry as well. Current
estimates put the cannabis packaging market at less than 1% of industry sales at $15 million. However, experts believe the pace of growth for
packaging may eclipse the growth rate of the overall cannabis market as
legalization spreads to more states, packaging becomes more regulated,
and cannabis brands move towards higher-end and more customized
packaging options. When sales were under $5 billion, most packaging
companies were not willing to invest in creating products specifically for
the cannabis industry, preferring instead to borrow and adapt packaging
products from other industries such as pharmaceuticals and cosmetics.
Now, however, with cannabis sales approaching $10 billion, firms are
finding it worthwhile to develop products specifically designed for the
unique needs of cannabis companies.
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Market Challenges – Legal, Regulatory, and
Financial

One major issue facing the U.S. cannabis industry is that despite being
legal to some degree at the state level, at the federal level cannabis is a
Schedule 1 substance that is illegal to manufacture, distribute or sell in
the United States. The industry is on the brink of a legal battle between
state and federal rights, and the outcome is unclear. Currently, federal law
prohibits the sale of marijuana for either medical or adult recreational
use, meaning the states that have authorized marijuana use are in violation. However, under the Obama Administration, enforcement was minimal and states generally could legalize without federal interference. On
the state level, several rewrote laws to make marijuana possession and
use a misdemeanor rather than a felony.
The Trump Administration has taken a more hardline stance on cannabis.
This administration has instructed federal agencies to seize assets and
prosecute anyone involved with the cannabis industry and cannabis users. Further, it is likely that the administration will allow the RohrabacherBlumenauer Amendment – which had protected state-approved medical
marijuana operators – to expire at the end of 2017. Therefore, cannabis
companies live with the constant worry that their businesses can be
seized at any time. This uncertainty has limited the companies’ growth as
they do not wish to become too big to attract attention and has prevented them from receiving the funding and tax benefits that are available to
other businesses.
Another challenge caused by the lack of federal approval is that riskaverse financial institutions are unwilling to work with cannabis companies. Most large banks will not work with dispensaries, cannabis retailers,
or cannabis producers. The major credit card companies, Visa and MasterCard, do not allow their cards to be used to buy cannabis or related
products. Although the Obama Administration had issued guidelines for
banks on how to deal with the cannabis industry, most banks do not view
them as a shield from charges, such as aiding drug trafficking.
This has led the cannabis industry to have mostly cash-based businesses.
To further complicate matters, a few states (e.g., Hawaii and Colorado)
are trying to prohibit the use of cash for sales of cannabis to reduce the
likelihood of theft and other crimes, and are promoting debit payment
apps as an alternative workaround.
5
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However, there may be some light at the end of the tunnel for the cannabis industry on the legal and regulatory front. Roughly 20 bills have
been introduced in the House and Senate that could impact it. These
bills fall into three broad categories: Veterans Access, Business Equity,
and Taxation/Regulation. Legislation introduced in the House and Senate
would require the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to authorize VA health
care facilities to recommend medical marijuana to veterans who need it
(the VA is currently prohibited by law from even discussing cannabis use
with veterans). Several bills would amend the tax code to allow normal
business expense deductions for businesses in compliance with state law.
Some members of Congress are seeking to create a federal excise tax on
marijuana and a framework to regulate marijuana like alcohol, removing
it from the Controlled Substances Act schedule. It is unclear whether any
of the bills will make it to a vote. However, industry analysts see some
consistency in the administration’s support of states’ rights and think that
this may indicate that medical marijuana may be allowed by states that
codify its use in law even as the administration moves away from legalizing adult recreational use.
The vast differences in state legal frameworks constitute another constraint on the growth of cannabis companies. State laws are not uniform on growing, processing or dispensing cannabis. In some cases, two
counties in a state may have different regulations in place. Requirements
about who can touch the cannabis plant, what levels of THC products
may contain, and where it can be distributed all vary greatly, which makes
it difficult for cannabis operators to establish large scale operations across
multiple states. Also, the regulations change frequently (usually yearly)
within the states, which means that processes that were once approved
must be changed. This disrupts businesses as they adapt to new rules. As
a result, experts often advise companies to hold off on making significant
capital investments in machinery until regulations stabilize after a few
years.
Packaging accessibility is one regulatory issue in particular that poses a
significant challenge. Cannabis processors struggle with complying with
tighter state restrictions on child-proof/resistant packaging while at the
same time being able to make the packaging easy to open for the elderly. No different than the issues faced in the pharmaceutical industry
before it, the cannabis industry needs to develop new packaging that
Here to Stay or Up in Smoke?
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can address the different cannabis formats while meeting accessibility
regulations. While a federal standard exists for what constitutes “childresistant,” the term has many nuances, such as being child-resistant for
single-use or multi-use. As a result, definitions vary state by state. For
example, a classic blister pack for electronics that requires scissors to
open might be an option for child-resistant cannabis packaging, but once
opened, it cannot be resealed. Although this can be used for single serve
products, which are below 10 milligrams of flower, it is not viable for
multi-serving products that some states require must have re-sealable,
child-proof packaging.
Inspections are another regulatory challenge. A few states (e.g., Colorado), put restaurant inspectors in charge of inspecting cannabis facilities
because federal FDA inspectors are prohibited from working with cannabis companies. Other states (e.g., Washington) do not yet require any
inspections. However, some cannabis edibles producers have chosen to
model their operations on FDA guidelines on the assumption that their
business will eventually fall under the FDA’s purview.
The cannabis industry also faces its own internal challenges. On one
hand are the traditional cannabis producers, who tend to be from a more
old-school ganja culture with a laidback approach to business. This group
tends to comprise small mom & pop operations that often struggle with
following regulations and lack the mind set needed to innovate and operate a large-scale business. Experts agree that cannabis companies often
just “check the boxes,” which ultimately leads to problems and further
changes to regulations. On the other hand, the major players in the
cannabis industry are the venture capitalists who have recently entered
the market to partake in the perceived financial boom. Companies run
by these individuals often lack a grasp on how fluid the cannabis market
is and how they cannot easily expand the business to other markets. In
states such as Washington where the cannabis industry is more mature,
there has been a lot of consolidation and change as traditional companies are going out of business due to the higher level of competition from
the VC firms. This is also pushing cannabis prices lower and has resulted
in some growers selling the flower at a loss.

7
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Processing Needs – Evolving

The cannabis industry currently employs 100,000-150,000 workers, mainly in labor-intensive positions. Much of the cannabis is harvested by hand,
as many companies lacked capital to invest in equipment when they first
started. Now that they are more established, it is still difficult to obtain
equipment financing as banks have been reluctant to work with cannabis
companies due to their precarious legal status. Further complicating the
issue is that some states require cannabis companies to be vertically integrated and grow, process and package the cannabis at a single facility.
In states that do not require vertical integration, a cultivation site, such as
a warehouse, grows the cannabis and harvests the flower, if it looks good
and tests well, to sell it in flower form for “top dollar.” Then the trim,
which is less satisfactory flower product, is typically sold to a processor to
be made into oil. The processor runs the cannabis flower through a CO2
extraction machine to get raw CO2 oil and then refines it in a distillation
process to either be sold as is, or made into shatter, wax or any form of
concentrate or oil that could be used with a vaporizer. The same oil could
also be infused into candy, butter for baking, or any other edible product. CO2 extraction is not widespread in the industry, but several experts
believe it is going to become so. CO2 extraction is considered a much
safer processing method that can strip out flavors and leave just the THC,
which can be put into any food product without altering its taste. This is
especially ideal for beverages. However, the drawback is that the equipment is far more expensive than other cannabis processing equipment.
Cannabis is often very “dirty” in its natural state, often containing contaminants and pesticides. There is a danger in processing the dirty cannabis as the pesticides can turn into hydrogen cyanide when processed into
another form, which is especially dangerous to people with compromised
immune systems. The danger is significantly lessened for cannabis left in
its natural flower state and smoked. Experts estimate that at least 50% of
cannabis contains contaminants and pesticides, which is a major issue for
the industry and a risk for processors who can end up with product that
cannot be sold.
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Testing is required at multiple stages of the processing to determine the
level of THC in the product. Testing generally happens upon harvest and
the cultivator tests the flower for potency, contaminates, pesticides, other regulated endorphins. The act of extraction concentrates the oil so the
product must be tested again once extracted. Even if the flower meets
regulations for THC levels, sometimes upon extraction, the concentration
of endorphins surpasses the legal level. For instance, the flower may contain 15% THC, but once concentrated will have dramatically higher levels
(70-95% THC) depending on processing method. The level of potency is
a key determinant in final sale price. As a result, the use of the cannabis
flower is in decline as the customer base has matured and the industry
has learned that the THC levels increase when processed into a concentrate. In fact, in the recreational adult-use market, use of cannabis flowers has dropped from 95% of sales 2 years ago to 50-55% in more mature
markets.
Track and traceability are stringent requirements for all legal cannabis
sales. Most states require that the cannabis be tracked from seed to store
and have varying requirements as to what is suitable. Colorado has one
of the most advanced track and trace systems, requiring two different
RFID tags to be used: one for the plant and one for the packaged product.
Plant tags contain the facility’s retail or medical marijuana license number
whereas packaging tags contain the facility license information and product serial number. All tags are trackable through a state-managed inventory database that allows regulators to see if product has gone missing
while in transit. Tracking stops at the point of sale, with no information
being gathered after consumer purchase. Further complicating the issue
is that Colorado only has one approved supplier for the RFID tags, which
can cost $0.45 per tag for plants and $0.25 per tag for product packaging.
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Packaging Requirements – Stringent

Cannabis can be segmented into three broad categories: Flowers, Concentrates, and Edibles. The differing product types all have unique packaging needs. Cannabis flower products are dried flowers that are smoked.
Some common packaging types include:
•• Airtight, odor-proof glass jars are preferred by many cannabis companies as

they are reusable – and consumers are likely to re-use them after purchase,
heightening brand awareness.
•• Pyrex tube jars are less expensive than glass jars and have more options for

custom printing and lid options.
•• Smell-proof bags are generally the most cost-effective option. These are

opaque bags that have zippers to re-seal and can be heat sealed, making them
tamper-evident.

Cannabis concentrates are any product made by extraction (e.g., oils,
waxes). Common packaging types include:
•• Heat-proof borosilicate glass containers allow product to be liquefied without

breakage.
•• Polystyrene containers, the most cost-effective packaging, are more 		

compact than glass and can come with a silicone insert for stickier 		
products.
•• Acrylic containers are BPA-free and offer a more ‘high-end’ look and 		

feel.

Cannabis edibles are the fastest-growing cannabis product; they range
from bakery goods to sodas and teas. Packaging types include:
•• Tube jars that can be sealed with shrink bands to ensure product 		

integrity.
•• Single-use bags using food-grade films to ensure freshness, which are also

child-resistant.
•• Resealable, smell-proof bags that can be heat sealed and include a zipper for

resealing.

Cannabis packaging is highly regulated and varies by state, but some of
the most common requirements are:
•• Child-proof/child-resistant (includes CR-Paks – a child-resistant tube for vape

pens and other products and child-proof zipper bags designed for flower cannabis, child resistant packaging often blends plastic and cardboard materials).
•• Re-sealable
•• Tamper-evident
•• Opaque
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Many states also require single-use packaging for products even when
the product will be sold in bulk (e.g., vape cartridges). However, the variability in packaging rules and designs makes it difficult for suppliers to
develop a one-size-fits-all package that can be used in multiple states. For
instance, Colorado allows child-proof resealable zipper bags while Washington does not allow for reclosable child resistant packaging. Colorado
also requires that the edible cannabis food products be marked with a
THC symbol on food itself requiring the use of edible ink.
As the industry establishes its foothold, cannabis brands are starting to
use packaging to differentiate themselves from competitors. Gone are
the days of cannabis being sold in clear plastic packaging with ink-jet
printed labels. Now, spending is increasing rapidly on high-end packaging
options, with the belief that the packaging can help them differentiate
their products and attract older, more affluent consumers. To achieve this
goal, brands have been moving towards higher-end packaging that resembles what may be seen at a high-end grocery store, pharmacy, or spa.
However, cannabis companies’ branding efforts are often undermined by
not being able to trademark their brand – the US Trademark Office denies
trademark protection to any brands selling cannabis, making it difficult to
establish brand identity.
Much of the initial packaging materials used in the cannabis industry
were sourced from China. Although a significant portion still comes
from overseas, higher-quality domestic packaging materials are coming
into use. These include cardboard tubes for cannabis flowers that can
be encased in a full color foil wrap or printed on directly and used with
embossed labels for a more “kraft” appearance. Also popular are opaque
bottles for liquid edibles (as many states require opaque packaging),
aluminum or colored plastics. And pop-cap bottles are becoming increasingly popular for edibles and have an “old-timey apothecary feel.”
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Areas of Potential – Innovative Solutions

As with any industry just getting off the ground, cannabis is ripe with
possibilities for innovation. Cannabis companies are turning to various associations and conferences to seek solutions and share ideas. The variations in state regulations can be a boon for innovation, as ways of accommodating those rules can lead to new solutions. For instance, smell-proof
packaging was a challenge in the early days of cannabis production. Many
overseas packaging suppliers had products that failed to contain the cannabis smell. Further compounding the issue was that the cannabis smell
becomes stronger the higher the quality and concentration. Cannabis
producers sought out packaging suppliers at trade shows to find suppliers willing to work with them to develop higher quality bags that could
contain the odors.
Child-proof packaging is currently a major focus for industry innovation.
Some companies are experimenting with containers that have combination locks that are web-enabled and connected to physician’s offices. This
innovation has implications for the pharmaceutical industry as well. Other
child-proof packaging ideas are also being explored.
On the processing side, some companies are struggling with production
of vape pen cartridges, which account for approximately 30% of cannabis
sales. Recent research revealed that the propylene glycol (PG) liquid that
cannabis oils are suspended in when put in vape pens may cause “popcorn lung” if used over a long period of time, such as for patients using
marijuana for chronic pain management. There is major concern among
cannabis producers that PG may be banned in some states in the future,
and they have begun looking for alternative suspension systems for delivery of the cannabis oil.
Cannabis companies also want to find ways to automate manual cultivation and for machinery that aids in detecting and eliminating contaminants on the plant. Better, faster CO2 extraction equipment is also in
demand, but industry experts are unsure whether this technology will
become more widely accepted.
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Takeaway
Most people involved with the cannabis industry are aware of the risks,
especially in terms of legal status, but believe the potential rewards outweigh them. Overall, there is a belief that cannabis will become a mainstream, but heavily regulated, product in the U.S. in the next 10 years,
like alcohol and tobacco. Large food and beverage companies are eying
the market and positioning themselves to be ready to move once the federal threat is removed. In the meantime, because processing, packaging
and retail must be state-specific, suppliers to the cannabis industry must
have local teams that understand the regulations and peculiarities of
each market. Cannabis manufacturers are actively looking for equipment
and technology OEMs to aid them with implementing new processes and
technologies, especially in automation. Many opportunities exist to form
strong and lasting relationships with these manufacturers – especially for
the OEMs that offer technical guidance and are willing to take on a bit of
risk.
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